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Pat and Matt
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All Alphabet and SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com)

SIGHT WORDS
1. Learn “and” using the SnapWords® Card. Point out how frequently this word appears 
in anything we read. You might spend time letting the child search a magazine for the 
word “and” and coloring each one he finds with a yellow crayon.

2. Learn “go” and “to.” Have the child write them and use them in little sentences in 
which she goes to different places. Let her draw herself so she can use these two words.

3. Learn “is” and “it,” stressing the end sound of each word (sounds he has learned 
already). Practice arranging the words both ways: “Is it?” and “It is.” Write.

4. Learn the sight word “up.” The child could write the phrases “I am up on” and “I am 
up on top...” and draw the picture of where she is for each one.

5. Learn the sight word “sit,” and use in short sentences. Blend rhyming words such as 
“fit,” “pit,” and “mitt.”

READ:
Pat and Matt and practice writing sentences from dictation. 
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Pat and Matt.


